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INTRODUCTlON

The problem of the possible existence of density and/or
velocity anomalies in the sedimentary section over carbonate
reefs has been a challenging one for many years. It has been
difftcult, for example, to account for the gravity anomalies
observed over some reefs simply on the basis of the anomalous
mass of the reef and overlying draping strata without the
inclusion of some density variation within stratigraphic units
(Yungul, 1961; Haye, 1967; Greener, 1970). However, the
actual existence or nature of such density anomalies, as well as
agreement on what mechanisms might have produced them. are
still unsettled issues. Trott (1981). on the other hand, has shown
for two L.educ reefs in Alberta (Westerose South and Golden
Spike) that the observed gravity anomalies are indeed substantially accounted for by consideration of the reef and drape
structures, without provision for anomalous density variations,
except for a 50.kg/m3 (2%) increase in the Ireton Fm over the
Golden Spike reef.
The suggestion that density within a particular unit might be
higher onreef than offreef has as a natural corollary the proposition that seismic velocity might exhibit a similar variation.
Davis (1971, 1972~1,b) looked for lateral velocity anomalies
over a number of reefs in the Devonian of Alberta (Figure I)
and concluded that such anomalies do indeed exist. In a pioneering study of six Leduc Fm reefs in a 20 Ooo-km’ area of
central Alberta incorporating 130 borehole sonic logs, Davis
(1971, 1972a) concluded that the offreef-to-onreef increase of
velocity amounts on average to about 11% in the reef-encasing
lreton Fm, decreases to about 2 l/2% at the top of the Paleozoic
section (Mississippian Series) and increases again to about 5%
above the pre.Cretaceous unconformity in the basal Cretaccous, above which it disappears.
In a subsequent study of Keg River Fm (Rainbow Mbr) reefs
incorporating 134 sonic logs over a 300.km* areaof northwestern
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Fig. 1. Stmtigraphytram the base01the Devonianto the top of the Paleozoicfor the central plains and northwestplains of Alberta (afterAGATLaboratories, 1988).
Alberta, Davis (1972b) found that the velocity anomalies were
less significant in magnitude, vertical extent, and correlation
with reef occul~ence than in the Leduc case. For the Rainbow
Lake area, velocity anomalies were reported over some but not
all of the reefs with magnitudes ranging from about 4% (i.e.,
a decrease) in the reef-encasing Muskeg Fm to about + 6% in
the Middle Devonian Watt Mountain Fm to about zero in the
Upper Devonian Fort Simpson Fm.
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In these studies, two quite different methods were used to
determine the regional velocity variations. The implications of
this will te further touched upon below. It should also be
mentioned that around 1970 there were far fewer sonic logs
available than is the case today, and many of those were not
borehole~compensated, this advance having appeared around
1965.
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respectively, in the 12-3 well than in the 3-3 well. The higher
velocities in the 12-3 well translate into a 35ms decrease in
two-way traveltime (relative to the 3-3 location) on the integrated velocity logs for the WabamunlSlave Point interval, in
spite of the fact that this interval at the two locations differs in
thickness by only about 3 m, according to the formation tops
derived from well~log data. Such a large traveltime difference
(35 ms) over such a short onreef distance (I km) is simply not
observed on the seismic data and is put into perspective by the
fact that one of the principal criteria for delineating Rainbow
Mbr reefs is a decrease of I5 ms or more in the WabamunlSlave
Point time-thickness, onreef relative to offreef (McQuillin et
al., 1984; Anderson, 1986; Anderson et al., 1989a).
The second suite of sonic logs Fable 2) is from four closely
spaced onreef wells (within a radius of I km) drilled into a
common Leduc reef in the Penhold area and tied to a seismic
line (Figure 2). For the Mannville/Banff, Bonff/Wabamun and
Wabamunilreton intervals, the sonic-log velocities (Table 2) are
17%, 17% and I I% higher in the 16-29 well than in the 9-2X
well, respectively. The net effect is that the two-way traveltime
through the Mannville/Ireton interval on the 9-28 synthetic
seismogram is 22 ms greater than on the 16.29 synthetic (Figure
3), despite the fact that this interval is about 30 m thicker in the
16-29 well. No such 22.ms difference is seen on the seismic

In a recent study of western Canadian Devonian reefs, AIdemon (1986) found that incorporation of velocity variations of
up to 10% within laterally continuous units overlying Leduc
reefs leads tn geologically implausible results in transforming
from time or seismic section to geologic or depth section, such
as topographic lows on prereef platforms. On the other hand,
the assumption of laterally constant interval velocities within
units throughout the entire section leads to geologic interpretations that seem more reasonable in that reef growth on topographic lows is not implied.
The upper portion of the Ireton Fm, generally present both
offreef and onreef, has higher average P-wave velocity than the
lower portion, which is thin or absent onreef (Davis, 1971,
1972a; Anderson et al., 1989b, c). Thus, for the lreton interval
as a whole, there is an increase in average P-wave velocity over
the reef; and probably, in accord with Trott’s (1981) Golden
Spike model, a corresponding increase in density as well.
However, within each of these units separately, our interpretations have not required the introduction of any lateral velocity
variation (Anderson, 1986, Anderson et al., 1986, 1989b. c;
Anderson and Brown, 1987).
This apparent incongruity in the findings of different studies
on this topic prompts us to consider the matter fuRher. In this
paper, we critically examine the suitability of borehole sonic
logs in providing sufficiently accurate data to resolve offreefto-onreef velocity variations and the consequences to geologic
interpretation of laterally varying versus constant interval velocities. In addition, we consider some of the different methods
that have been used and are available for future investigations
of this problem.

Table 1. Average interval velocities (m/s)calculatedlrom sonic logs
for three wells in the Rainbowfield (T.109,R.BWG)drilled into a common Keg River reef.

Wd

Well

Well

Mean Standan

3-3

13-z

12.3

value

deviation

3234

3306

3139

3226

84

WabamunFoll Simpson

4736

5038

5121

4965

203

Fort Simpson~
Slave Point

3391

3859

3614

3621

234

Slave PointWatt Mountain

5716

5615

5564

5632
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Stratigraphic
intewal
Banff-

Reliability

of sonic-log

WabafllUil

velocities

P-wave interval velocities determined by means of borehole

sonic logs can differ significantly from those determined using
surface-seismic data as a result of dispersion, short-path multiples, variations in borehole environments, and different soniclog measuring tools and techniques. Due tn dispersion alone,
sonic-log velocities can exceed seismic velocities by -10%
while short-path multiples can produce differences of the same
sense of -3% (Stewart et al., 1984). Differences among closely
spaced individual sonic logs themselves may also exist due to
variations in tool design and borehole conditions. Such differences are shown below, in an analysis of two suites of closely
spaced wells, to be as much as - 17%. This large data scatter for
sonic-log velocities is thus very significant in relation to the
differences between sonic-log and surface-seismic velocities.
The first suite of sonic logs examined is from three onreef
wells, all located within I km of each other and drilled into a
common Keg River (Rainbow Mbr) reef. Sonic-log velocities
for selected intervals (Table 1) were determined by measuring
transit times and corresponding thicknesses directly on the
sonic logs. The sonic-log velocities for the WabamunjFort
Simpson and the Fort Simpson/Slave Point intervals (i.e., between the respective tops) are seen to be 8% and 7% higher,
CSEG.,Wrni‘l
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Table 2. Average intera velocities (mls) calculated from sonic logs
for four wells in the Penhold field (T.36. R27W4) drilled into a common Leduc reef.
Stratiaraphic
_
interval

Well
9-28

Well
13-28

Wd
,529

Well
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Mean
value

StanJar
devlatio

MannvilleBanff
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Fig. 2. Seismic section from a line that iies to the four wells of Table 2. which penetrate a common Leduc Fm reef in the Penhold field (T.36. R.27W4),
Adetailed interpretation of this line (Anderson et al., 1969c) shows that the reef edge is just west of the 15-29 well and that the reef has reached full
thickness at the 1629 location. Both of these, as well as the 13-26 well, are within about 200 m of the seismic line. while the 9-26 well (full reef thickness) is within about 500 m of the line.

Table 3. Average interval velocities (m/s) measured on the seismic section (Figure 2) at the tie points to the wells of Table 2. Measured thicknesses
(m) and two-way traveltime (s) are also tabled.
Stratigraphic

Well

interval
Mannville-Banff

15~29
2x231.31 0.117 = 3955

16-29
2x233.5/0.1 16 = 3957

13-26
2x227.710.1 16 = 3926

Ban%Wabamun

2x100.61 0.040 = 5029

2x91.710.036

2X66.7,0.035

Wabamun-lreton

2x277.41 0.094 = 590,

2x270.01 0.088 = 6138

= 5097

= 5068

2x252.41 0.085 = 5936

Mean

Standard

9-28
2x221.910.1 13 = 3927

value
3941

deviation
~-~I
17

2X94.510.038 = 4973

5042

54

2x245.710.062

5992

= 5992

104
~~

section (Figure 2). Rather, we measure a 9-171s
difference of the
opposite sense (Table 3), quite consistent with the thickness
difference.
At each well-seismic tie point (Figure 2), seismic interval
velocities have been calculated for the Mannville/Banff,
Banff/Wabamun and Wabamunilreton intervals rable 3). For
comparison, the corresponding sonic-log velocities (Table 2)
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have been plotted against these seismic velocities (Figure 4). In
contrast with the sonic-log velocities, the seismic velocities are
relatively uniform, varying by an average of 2% and by a
maximum of 470, suggesting that differences observed between
sonic logs are principally due to the measurement error discussed above and cannot confidently be attributed to real vatiations in seismic velocity.
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Sonic-log interval velocities are calculated for three separate
suites of well logs: from the Strachan area Fable 4, Figure 5),
the Rumsey-Settler area Fable 5, Figure 6) and the Obed area
rable 6). Each suite consists of both onreef and offreef wells
within a common area (although for Obcd only one onreef well
was available in our data base). Comparison of these interval
velocities reveals that, although they vary from well to well,
there is no recognizable correlation between the average velocities in these intervals and the presence or absence of Leduc Fm
reef. Table 7 compares these results with those of Davis (197 I,
1972a).
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Fig. 3. Integratedvelocity log from the 16.29.36.27W4well (cl.Table
2 and Figure2). corresponding synthetic seismic traces, and seismic
traces remrded near the 16-29 well.

We have studied seismic sections over a number of Leduc
reefs and attempted to interpret these data with the aid of
synthetic sections which incorporate higher interval velocities
onreef than offreef (Anderson, 1986; Anderson and Brown.
1987; Anderson et al., 1989b, c; Browner al.. 1990). The results
were always inconsistent with prevailing concepts of reef morphology. In particular, on such geologic models, horizons predating the reef were structurally lower onreef than &reef. In
contrast, when we input laterally uniform interval velocities the
data were satisfactorily modelled in the sense that prereef
topography turned out to be either positive or negligible beneath
reef buildup.

Table 4. Average interval v&cities (m/s)calculatedfrom sonic logs
for onreef and onreefwells in the Strachanarea (Leduc reef).
YELL
#+
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+

B
+
5500

WabamunIreton

4327

5977

6236

11-22

4168

5721

6171

11-27

4140
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6218

11-28

4329

6021

5795

10-31

4183
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6216

7-32
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5966
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Fig. 4. The sonic-log interval velocitiesof Table 2 (Penholdarea) plotted against the correspondings?ismic interval velocities ofTable 3.
The three groups of points, correspondingto the three stratigraphicintervals, are seen to be much morescatteredvertically (sonic-log)Ulan
horizontally(seismic).Collectively,the points scatter about an imaginary line drawn from comer to comer:the line of equality of the two
velocities.
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Fig. 5. Onreefioflreef comparison fog the Strachan area: for each stratigraphic interval, the two bars indicate mean onreef (stippled) and
mean offreef sonic-log interval velocities. Names of stratigraphic units,
given in Table 4, are indicated by the first letters of their names, and individual velocity observations are planed as + signs.

Fig. 6. Onreefloffreef comparison for the Rumsey-Stenler area: for
each stratigraphic interval. the two bars indicate mean onreef (stippled) and mean offreef sonic-log interval velocities. Names of stratigraphic units. given in Table 5, are indicated by the first letters of their
names, and individual velocity observations are plotied as + signs.

Table 6. Average interval vekities
(m/s) calculated from sonic logs
for onreef and offreef wells in the Rumsey-Stettler area (Leduc reef).

Table 6. Average interval velocities (m/s) calculated fmm sonic logs
for onreef and offreef wells in the Obed area (Leduc reef). The single
onreef well also penetrated Leduc reef, whose average interval vefocitv was determined to be 5642 mis.
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In support of his conclusions, Davis (I 97 1, 19721) incorporated into his study a seismic section (Figure 7) and a correspending geologic model (Figure 8) across a particular Leduc
reef, namely the Strachan reef, in Township 37, Range 9W5.
However, this model does not appear to us to be wholly consistent with the seismic data. For example, both the Blainnore
(Manmilk) and the Paleozoic are flat in the geologic section
of Figure &I, whereas, as indicated by the well-log data and
illustrated by the seismic section (Figure 7), both of these
horizons actually drape by about 40 m. This drape generates a
significant component of the time-structural relief observed on
the seismic section beneath the reef (by velocity pull-up). The
intmduction of lateral velocity variations into the model leads
necessarily to a reduction in the interpreted amount of structural
drape so that consistency with the observed seismic pull-up
might be preserved.

Table 7. Comparison of percent velocity changes, onreef relative to olfreef, as determined by Davis (1971, 1972a) for a suite 01 six Leduc
reefs and in this paper for three different Leduc reefs.
jtratigraphic
interval

MannvillePaleozoic
PaleozoicWabamun
WabamunIreton

Davis
(1971 .1972a)

Strachan
(Table 4)

RtJtlWYstetner
(Table 5)

5%

2%

I / 2%

-I,%

1i 2%

-114%

0

-112%

-I/ 2%

3%

2ti2to
31/2%
6 to 6 %

Obed
(Table 6)

Fig. 8. Representation of (a) geologic (depth) section, (b) seismic
(time) section assuming uniform velocities, and (c) seismic section incorporating velocity anomalies over the Strachan reef (after Davis.
1971, 1972a).

Fig. 7. Left: seismic section from the Slrachan area (reproduced fmm Davis, 1972a: with permission).
juxtapose shotpoints 506 (offreef) and 516 (onreel) with the Blairmore top as a datum.
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Right: the same section cut and spliced 50 as to
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The effect of incorporating lateral velocity variations into the
model is demonstrated by comparing the seismic section (Figure 7) with the transformed geologic model (Figure 8). Note
that the Blairmoreflreton intervals (time thicknesses) in Figure
8 are 35 ms greater oftreef than onreef. This is inconsistent with
the seismic section (Figure 7) where the corresponding twoway traveltime interval is seen to bc less than 5 ms greater
offreef than onreef. If drape at the Blairmore and the Paleozoic
is taken into account, and if laterally invariant interval velocities are used, a geologically sounder and seismically more
compatible model is generated (Figure 9).
In summary, Davis’s (lY71, lY72a) conclusion that average
velocity of the upper Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic in the
Strachan area is significantly higher onreef than offreef does
not appear to be supported either by the data from integrated
velocity logs examined in this paper or by the Strachan seismic
data.

Sonic-log velocities
In an earlier section we mentioned the large uncertainties in
sonic-log velocities themselves and their lack of reliability as
estimators of seismic velocity. Such errors can easily be larger
than the velocity variations in question, although it would seem
improbable that such errors would compound so systematically
as to produce spurious velocity anomalies of the magnitudes
under consideration. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that there
is some real lateral anomaly in sonic-log velocity of as much as
IO% or more which, however, does not translate into an equally
large anomaly in seismic velocity. This would imply the lack of
an exact one-to-one correspondence between sonic-log and
seismic velocities and perhaps that lithological differences onreef versu offreef translate into different wave-propagation
properties (e.g., dispersion) onreef versus offreef.

b)

a)

Fig. 9. (a) Subregionalgeologiccross-sectionover the Strachanreef, constructedfrom the wells shown, showingdrape as high as the Cardium;(b)
schematicgeologicsection over the Strachan-reefedge, expandedfrom and compatiblewith the section in (a), incorporatingdrape on the Cardiumtop
and laterally uniform velocities; and (c)the seismicsection equivalentto (b). Note that the Blairmorellretoninterval on the time section is only slightly
greateroffreef (356 ms) than onreef (354 ms).
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A significant difference in the methodologies applied in past
studies appears to lie in the schemes used to determine the
regional velocity variations. In the Keg River study (Davis,
1972b). trend-surface analysis was used in fitting the regional
variation separately in each of six or seven units, without
reference t” any explicit depth dependence. However, in determining regional velocities in the Leduc study, Davis (1971,
1972~1)applied a velocity-depth relationship due to Acheson
(1963, 1981), which yields regional velocity as a function not
only of horizontal position but also explicitly of depth. It would
be virtually impossible to determine what differences, if any,
the tw” methods would produce, without actually applying both
to the same data set. However, one can say that the trend-surface
method is conceptually simpler than the velocity-depth-function method, which incorporates a number of subjective refinements. For example, Figure IO illustrates schematically how a
positive onreef anomaly in residual velocity could conceivably
be produced as an anifact, even when the interval velocity is
constant throughout the unit in question. We have considered
such notions in m”re detail elsewhere (Anderson et al., 1988).
CONCLUSIONS
AND Furun~ WORK
Conclusions

I, We found sonic velocities from onreef wells over two different reefs (Keg River and Leduc) to exhibit average variations
(over the stratigraphic units considered) of about 10% (Keg
River-7%; Leduc -14%). Velocities determined seismically
over the same Leduc reef showed only about a 2 l/2%
average variation. We consider these figures to be repreRegionallnierva,
“elocity+
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The nature of velocity variations over Leduc reefs in western
Canada remains today, twenty years after the appearance of
Davis’s (1971, 1972a) works, something of an enigma. In this
paper, we have tried to point this “ut and document some of the
conflicting findings. We believe that reef reservoirs are still a
sufficiently important exploration target in Canada, and in the
world at large, to warrant further investigation of this problem.
A state-of-the-art integrated study of a selected Leduc reef in
Alberta, incorporating latest geophysical, borehole and geological techniques, with optimal research results rather than
production efficiency as the guiding principle, should be able
to resolve these ambiguities “nce and for all.
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sentative of the relative uncertainties in the respective methods of velocity determination.
Sonic-log interval velocities from both onreef and offreef
wells “vex three Leduc reefs (Strachan, Rumsey and Obed)
showed onreef velocities about 112% higher, on average,
than offreef for the Mannville/lreton interval.
We believe we have shown that the Strachan seismic data
support a model with no lateral velocity variation within
luuts.
It is possible that errors of &5% in sonic-log interval velocities
could be so systematic as to produce apparent velocity
anomalies, especially in older logs.
The second computational procedure employed by Davis
(1972b), in the Keg River (Rainbow) study, is conceptually
simpler than that used in the Leduc study. There is no ~eas”n
t” doubt that the results from the Rainbow area, presented in
the residual-velocity c”nt”ur maps (Davis, 1972b). constitute a faithful representation of the subsutiace within the
limits of experimental ~IT”T. In view of this and our other
results above, we are led to the conclusion that the actual
velocity anomalies “vex Leduc reefs are probably of the same
order of magnitude as those “ver Rainbow reefs, i.e., no more
than about I % or 2% on average.
We do not believe that we have completely solved the vexing
problem of the nature of the P-wave velocity variation over
Leduc or Keg River reefs. There are still significant incongruities between results that require explanation. The pioneering
work of Davis (197 I, I972a, b), at a time when borehole-compensated logs were still in their infancy, shed considerable light
on a question that is not only of academic interest but also of
considerable practical importance t” the explorationist.
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